
M: 07713 892657   E: hrdressmaking@gmail.com   W: yorkshireseamstress.com

Pricelist

Wedding Gowns - General   
 

Bodices Prices from 
Take in 2 plain seams with lining £20 
Take in 2 seams with boning £25 
Take in 2 seams with beading and boning   
(subject to increase if beading/detail is elaborate) £30 
Take in/out at zip £15 
Concealed zip £20 
Zipped backs made to corset £50 
Simple darts in/out £25 
Bust darts to stop neck gape £15 
Sleeves - take in/out £25 
Create Sweetheart Neckline   
(depending on structure of dress inside) £30 
Add Halter Neck   £20 
Insert bra strap carriers £10 
Shoulder adjustment   
(subject to increase if beading/detail is elaborate) £20 
Straps  £10  

Bodice seam adjustment  Prices from 
Side & Bodice Seams £40 
Take in centre back seam zip/buttons £60 
Conversion from zip to lace up back £50
 

Hems Prices from 
Shorten lace Front only £50 
Shortening lace all around     
(price can be less depending on how much work involved) £120 
Shortening or removing train £60 
Shortening front hem with braid  £25 
Shortening hem with braid all around £60 
Cinderella type dress shortening  
depending on number of tuille layers  £30  

Extra Layer of netting £10 
Alter length of underskirt £10 
Alter waist of under skirt £10
 
Price of hem depends largely on the number of layers, the size  
of the skirt and amount of lace and beading involved.   

Other prices Prices from
Bustle/ribbon and loops outside £10 
Loops inside £15 
Insert bust cups £10 
Re-cover Buttons & Re-sew (each) 50p 
Tidying of sample dress from : £20  
  

Bridesmaids Dresses (Adult) and  
Prom Dresses gown shortening Prices from
Shorten  hem only £10  
 

Flowergirl dresses gown shortening  Prices from
Hem Only (incl. lining) £15 
Hem multi layered £20 
Raise Hem from Waist £30 
Sash/Bows  £30 
  

Jackets Prices from
Bespoke Jackets  £60  
  

Waist coats Prices from 
Lift shoulders £25 
Take in seams £25  
  

Trousers Prices from 
Shorten   £10 
Take in / let out waist £10

Additional information: 
Alterations should be done 2 weeks before an event. 
Urgent alterations would be standard cost +50 % for next day.
Fitting price is £10/hour and 2nd fitting is free. 

Customer is responsible for bringing the right bra and a pair of shoes 
with her for 1st fitting /what they are going to wear with a dress. 
If they change it between 1st fit and 2nd fit they need to pay for the  
re alteration price as they changed their underwear.

MOBILE  
SERVICE AVAILABLE

Then £0.25 per mile

Free within 5 mile radius 
of Normanton.


